Abstract. In this paper we examine a nonstationary multisector growth model with uncertainty in which future utilities are discounted. First we establish the existence of strongly optimal programs emanating from a given initial capital stock. Then we show that this optimal program x is sustained by a system of prices p so that the pair [x, p] is competitive and a strong transversality condition holds. We also show that competitiveness and transversality imply optimality.
Introduction
In this paper we study a nonstationary, infinite horizon, multisector growth model with uncertainty and discounted future utilities. The uncertainty is present in both the technology multifunction and the utility. For this model first we establish the existence of a strongly optimal program, and then we show that such a program is characterized by a system of support prices. Our work here generalizes the deterministic work of Peleg and Ryder [9] and Weitzman [11] and the stochastic work of Zilha [13] , who considered a less general, stationary model with finite-dimensional commodity space. In this paper we examine a nonstationary model, and for further mathematical generality we assume that the commodity space is infinite dimensional. In recent years many mathematical economists, in particular those working on equilibrium theory, have considered models with an infinite-dimensional commodity space (see the book of Aliprantis, Brown, and Burkinshaw [1] and the references therein). For such a general model we first show that there exists a feasible program (path) maximizing the discounted intertemporal utility, and then we show that this strongly optimal program is sustained by a system of prices, in the sense that (i) at every state we have minimization of the cost among all programs producing no less future value;
(ii) at each stage we have maximization of the total utility (gain) measured as the sum of the direct utility and of the net profit from operating the particular program. Note that the net profit is the value of the output minus the cost of the input; and (iii) the expected value of the optimal program goes to zero as time goes to infinity (transversality condition).
In establishing the existence of support prices, we use an induction argument and an extension of the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem for the dual space L°°(X)*, due to Levin [8] .
The first important contributions in stochastic growth theory were made by Dynkin [15, 16] and Radner [18] . Soon after Evstigneev [17] and Taksar [19] made further contributions to the subject by considering more general models, similar to the one used here but with a finite-dimensional commodity space.
A comprehensive introduction to the subject and additional references can be found in the book of Arkin and Evstigneev [14] .
The model
Let (Q, X, p) be a complete probability space. As always each co £ Q represents a possible state of the environment, X is the collection of all possible events, and p(-) is the probability distribution of the states. Our time horizon is No = {0, 1, 2, 3,...}.
So our model is discrete-time, with an infinite planning horizon. An infinite planning horizon is very appropriate in modelling dynamic economic systems. According to Arrow and Kurz [2] , the infinite horizon is an idealization of the fundamental point that the consequences of investment are very long lived. Any short horizon requires some method of evaluating end-ofperiod capital stocks, and the only proper evaluation is their value in use in the future. The uncertainty about the states is described by an increasing family {Zn}n>o of complete sub-a-fields of E, such that V^to^« = ^-The sub-rr-field S" represents the information about the states, available up until time n . Our commodity space is a separable, reflexive Banach space X, partially ordered by a closed and convex cone X+ . We are also given a discount factor S £ (0, I) with which we discount future utilities.
Before proceeding further with the detailed description of the model, let us comment on the infinite-dimensionality of the commodity space. Why a Banach space of goods? As we already mentioned in the introduction, mathematical economists working in equilibrium theory have been using an infinitedimensional commodity space for more than a decade now. A detailed exposition of the work in that direction can be found in the book of Aliprantis, Brown, and Burkinshaw [1] . One reason for considering an infinite-dimensional commodity space is that the same commodity at different times should be considered as different, thus leading to infinite dimensions. Also, some specific models (like the overlapping generations model, which is worked in detail in [1] ) last indefinitely, so they are naturally infinite dimensional. In addition, we learn a lot about the conventional case when we try to extend it to an infinitedimensional context, where the mathematical framework does not offer all the technical conveniences of the standard case. Finally, an infinite-dimensional commodity space better depicts the situation in which we are dealing with a finite, yet very large, number of capital goods. Recall that in a parallel situation in equilibrium theory, starting with the fundamental work of Aumann, the very large number of agents was replaced by a continuum of agents.
At each time instant n > 1, the technological possibilities of our economy are described by a multifunction P":fixl+-» 2x+\{0} which is (In x B(X) x .»(^-graph-measurable;
i.e., GrF" e L" x B(X) x B(X) (here B(X) denotes the Borel o -field of X ). The set Pn(co) describes all possible transformations of capital stock at time n, when the state of the environment is co £ Q. So (x, y) £ P"(co) means that when the state of the environment is co £ Q, with the technology available at time « , we can transform a capital input x at time « -1 into a capital output y at time «. Hence the preceding capital stocks do not uniquely determine the technologically feasible future stocks, so transition from one state of the economy to another is described by a multifunction. Note that uncertainty in the production process is manifested on the hypothesis that GrP"£LnxB(X)xB(X).
At each stage « > 1, the utility (gain) of operating a production process (x, y) £ X+ x X+ is expressed by a utility function u" : Q x X+ x X+ -» R which is assumed to be (I" x B(X) x 5(X))-measurable. At every stage the utility is discounted by a factor Ô £ (0, 1).
A "program" (policy, path) is a sequence {x"}">o such that x" £ L°°(X", X). A program {x"}">o is said to be "feasible" if (x"(co), xn+x(co)) £ Pn+x(co) pa.e. for all « > 0. We will say that {x"}">o is a feasible program starting from xn e L°°(Lo, X) if xn = xo. We will denote the set of all feasible programs starting from Xo by F(xn). Clearly then F(xn) ç \[k>(i L°°(Z^, X).
Given an initial capital stock x0 £ L°°(lo, X), Xn > 0 (i.e., Xo(co) > 0 p-a.e.), our goal is to find a program in F(Xn) which maximizes the expected intertemporal discounted utility U(x) = Ylk=oàk+lJk+i(xk>xk+i) with x = {xn}n>o and Jk+X(v, w) = ¡auk+x(co,v(co),w(co))dp(co) for all (v,w) £ L°°(Zfc, X) x L°°ÇLk+x, X), v , w > 0.
The detailed mathematical hypotheses on the data of our model are:
H(P). Pk : Q -» 2x+xX+\{0}, k > 1, is a multifunction with closed and convex values such that
(1) GrPk €lfc xB(X) xB(X); (2) for every co £ Q, (0, 0) £ Pk(co) and if (0, y) £ Pk(co), then y = 0 ; (3) for every co £ Q, if (x, y) £ Pk(co), x < x', y' < y, then (x', v') £ Pk(co) ; and (4) there exists M > 0 such that for all co £ Q, if (x, y) £ Pk(co) and ||x|| > M, then ||y|| < ||x||.
As we already mentioned, hypothesis //(F)(1) expresses the uncertainty involved in the production process. The closedness and convexity of the values of Pk(-) and hypotheses H(P)(2)-(4) are very common in deterministic multisector growth models (see, for example, Takayama [10] ). The closedness requirement for the sets Pk(co) is primarily a mathematical one, which is thought consistent with economic principles, while the convexity hypothesis follows from the well-known "law of diminishing returns to scale". Hypothesis //(F)(2) says that inaction is always an option and that there is no free production ("no horn of plenty"). Hypothesis //(F)(3) is the usual free disposability hypothesis. Finally, hypothesis //(F)(4) means that when capital exists in sufficiently large quantities, there is loss due to depreciation. This hypothesis will guarantee for us the boundedness of the elements in F(xn).
(2) (x, y) -> uk(co, x, y) is concave and u.s.c; and (3) \uk(co,x,y)\ < <pk(co, \\x\\, \\y\\) with cpk(co,-,-) increasing and SUP/fc>i||î>*(-,t>, v)\\x <oo.
Again these are very common hypotheses about the utility function in multisector growth models (see Takayama [10] and Arkin and Evstigneev [14] ).
By a "price system" we mean a sequence p = {pn}n>o, Pn e LX(L", X*), p">0. Recall that the dual space L°°(Zn , X)* is much bigger than L1 (X", X*) and that the two spaces are related via the Yosida-Hewitt decomposition theorem [12] , which was extended to Lebesgue-Bochner spaces by Levin [8] .
A functional p £ L°°(Zn , X)* is said to be absolutely continuous with respect to p(-) if there exists q £ L'(Z" , X*) such that p(x) = / (q(co), x(co)) dp(co) Ja for all x e L°°(X", X). For economy in the notation, in the sequel by (•, •) we will denote the duality brackets for the pair (Ll(2,n, X*), L°°(Z" , X)) ; i.e., (Q > x) = Ja(q(a>), x(co)) dp(co) with q £ L'(Z", X*), x £ L°°(E", X). Also we will identify an absolutely continuous functional p with the function q £ Lx(Ln,X*).
A functional p £ L°°(Z", X)* is said to be singular with respect to p(-) if there exists a sequence {Bm}m>x ç Z" such that (i) Bm+X ç Bm for all m > 1, (ii) p(Bm) -> 0 as m -> oo ; and (iii) p(x) = p(XBmx) for all m > 1 and all x £ L°°(Z", X) ; i.e., the sets Bm support the functional p . There is the following decomposition theorem for L°°(E" , X)*. It was first proved for R-valued functions by Yosida and Hewitt [12] and extended to Lebesgue-Bochner spaces by Levin [8] .
Proposition 2.1. Every functional p £ L°°(Z", X)* admits a unique decomposition p = pa + ps, where pa(-) is absolutely continuous and ps(-) is singular with respect to p(-). Furthermore, \\p\\ = \\pa\\ + \\ps\\.
Remark. In fact, the result is true even if X is not separable or reflexive. In this case then, q e LX(L", X^.); i.e., for every x £ X, co -► (q(co), x) is measurable ( io*-measurability) and ||<7(-)|| £ LX(L")+ . For details, we refer to Levin [8] .
The Mackey topology t on L°°(Z" , X) induced by the pair [L°°(X", X), Ll(Ln, ^*)]is by definition the topology of uniform convergence on weakly compact, convex subsets of Lx(Ln , X*). In what follows by A we will denote the convergence in //-measure.
Proposition 2.2. // {gm, g}m>x C L°°(E", X) \\gm\\oo < r\, and gm A g as m -y oo, then gm^> g in L°°(Z", X). Proof. Let IF be a nonempty, weakly compact and convex subset of Lx(t" , X*). We need to show that sup",6^ \(w , gm -g)\ -» Oas m -► oo . To simplify our proof, we can assume without any loss of generality that g = 0.
Also, since W is weakly compact from Theorem 4, p. 104, of Diestel and Uhl [5] , we know that W is uniformly integrable. Therefore, the set {v = \\h\\ • \\w\\ £ Lx(l") : \\h\loo <n,w £ ¡V}is uniformly integrable in Lx(Ln). Thus given e > 0, we can find cp £ LX(L")+ , tp > 0, such that for all ||/i||oo < n and all w £ W we have / Ji\\ \\h(co)\\.\\w(co)\\dp(co)<e. I{\\ft\\-\\w\\>9} So it is clear that we have to show lim sup / \\gm(co)\\'\\w(co)\\dp(co) = 0.
Since W is bounded, we may assume without any loss of generality that \W\ = supiJMI, : w £ W} < I. Note that {co £ Q : <p(co) = 0} = Ç\x>o{oe e ^ : V(oe) < ^} ■ Since cp(co) > 0 p-a.e. and using the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral, we know that we can find 0 > 0 such that i e,tp(co)dp(co) < e. Let Ô > 0 be such that if A £ Z" with p(A) < ô, then ¡Atp(co)dp(co) < e. Let 0 < y < min(e, Ô). Since by hy- 
EXISTENCE OF OPTIMAL PROGRAMS
In this section we show that given an initial capital stock xo £ Lx(Lo, X), xo > 0, we can find a program x e F(xo) which maximizes the intertemporal utility U(x). In what follows by tt/seq we will denote the topology on LX(L" , X), « > 1, whose closed sets are the sequentially weakly closed sets (see Buttazzo [4, Proposition 1.1.5, p. 9] and Dolcher [6] ). Let Bk = {h £ Ll(lk, X) : \\h\\x < Mx}. From the Dunford-Pettis theorem (see Diestel and Uhl [5, Theorem 1, p. 101]) and the Eberlein-Smulian theorem, we know that Bk is iuSeq-compact. So, by Tichonov's theorem IXt>o^ is compact for the u;seq-product topology. Since F(Xo) ç Y\k>0Bk and clearly, by hypothesis H(P), F(x0) is a nonempty closed and convex subset of rT/t>o^'1(^ ) X) » we have that F(xo) is compact for the iüseq-product topology. 
Support prices
In this section we establish the existence of a price system which sustains the optimal growth path, whose existence was proved in Theorem 3.1. In this section we will assume that int X+ ^ 0 .
So let / € L°°(Zn, X), « > 0, and define Cn(f) = {h = {hk}k>" :h"=f and (hk(w), hk+x(co)) £ Pk+x(co) p-a.e.}. 
Jc=n
We know that this function satisfies the following functional equation ("dynamic programming equation"):
Furthermore, it is easy to see that if x* = {x*}">o is an optimal program in F(xo), then for all « > 0 we have Vn(X*n) = ôn+XJn+X(x*n , X"*+1) + Vn+X(x*n+X).
In what follows, by S"+x we denote the nonempty, closed and convex subset of L°°(I", X) x L°°(Z"+1, X) defined by Sn+i = {(/, g) e L°°(X", X) x L°°(Zn+x, X) : (f(co),g(co)) £ Pn+x(co) p-a.e.}.
Observe that because of hypothesis H(u) the value function V"(-) is concave on L°°(Z" , X). For any z e L°°(I", X) its subdifferential dV"(x) is defined
by dVn(z) = {p£ L°°(ln , X)* : Vn(y)-Vn(z) < p(y-z) for all y £ L°°(I" , X)}.
We will need the following hypotheses:
H(u)x. uk : Q x X+ x X+ -» R, k > 1, is an integrand such that (1) co -> uk(co, x, y) is Zt-measurable; (2) (x, y) -* uk(co, x, y) is concave and continuous; (3) uk(co, •, y) is increasing, while uk(co, x, •) is decreasing; and (4) |wfc(<u,x,y)| < tpk(co, \\x\\, \\y\\) p-a.e. with tpk(co,-,-) increasing and s\ipk>x\\cpk(-, M', M')\\x <oo.
Ho . For every « > 0, V"(-) is continuous at some point in L°°(X", X), and f3Fo(xo)^0.
Remark. The first part of hypothesis Ho is equivalent to saying that the value function is bounded from below in the neighborhood of a point (see Ioffe and Tichomirov [7, Theorem 1, p. 170]). If the technology multifunction admits a feasible program which is interior uniformly for almost all co £ Q (i.e., (vn(co),vn+x(co))+BEn+x cPn+x(co) p-a.e. with BSn+l = {(v , w) £ XxX : \\v\\ + \\w\\ <£}), then we can check that Vn(-) is bounded below in a neighborhood of x"(-), so hypothesis H0 is satisfied. Furthermore, if for this interior program we have that v0 = x0 , then 9F0(x0) ^ 0 (see [7, Proposition 3, p. 199] ).
Theorem 4.1. If hypotheses H(P), H(u)x, and H0 hold, x0 e L00^,*), x0 > 0, and x* £ F(x0) is an optimal program, then there exists a system of prices pn £ Lx(Ln , X), p">0, such that (i) Vn(f) -V"(x*) <(pn,fx*n) for all f £ L°°(I" , X) ;
(ii) ô"+XJn+l(f,g)-(Pn,f) + (Pn+l,g) <ô"+XJn+X(x*n,X*n+l)-(pn,X*n) + (Pn+i, x*n+x) for ail (f, g) £ Sn+X ; and (iii) lim"_>oo(p",x*) = 0.
Proof. Let >/, : L~(Z", X) x L°°(Z"+1, X) -> L°°(Z", X) and n\ : L°°ÇL" , X) x L°°(Zn+1, X) -L°°ÇLH+l, X)he defined by »/»(/, g) = / and »f (/, g) = g, respectively. Then nf : L°°(Z" , X)* -♦ L°°(Z" , X)* x L°°(E"+1, X)* and r/f : L~(2B+i(, X)* -L°°(Z", X)* x L°°(Z"+1, X)* are defined by »/»» = (v, 0) and nf (w) = (0, w), respectively. Using the maps n" and r\\ , we define ff = K,0!tf and ^ = á"+1/"+, + F"+1o»2" + r55n+1, A new application of [7, Theorem 2, p. 201 ] on the second term in the above sum finally gives us dtf(x*n , x*n+i) = ôn+xdJn+i(x'n , x*n+i) + n"2'dVn+x(x*n+x) + dSsH+l(x*n , x*n+x).
So if pn £ dVn(xn)), then we can find "(z" , z"+x) £ dJn+x(x; , x*+l), p"+x £ dVn+x(x*+i), (y" , y"+x) £ dôs"+l(x*" , x*+1)M such that First we will show that p%+l £ 9F"+i(x*+1), where p%+l is the absolutely continuous part of p"+x. To this end, note that from the definition of the concave subdifferential we have FB+i(u7) -Vn+X(x*n+X) < pn+i(w -x*+1) for all u; £ L°°(Z"+1, X).
Let {Bm}m>x ç Z"+i be the decreasing sequence of Z"+i-sets, which supports the singular part psn+l of pn+x (see §2). Set wm = U%P + XBmx*n+x £ L°°(Z"+i, X).
Then using Proposition 2.1, we have for all m > 1 Vn+i(wm) -F"+i(x"*+1) < (pan+x, wm -x*n+x) +psn+l(wm -x*+x) = (Pn+X , Wm -X*+x) + pS"+x(XBm(wm -X*+x)) = {Pn+l » wm -X"+x).
Observe that wm -^ w as « -> oo, so by Proposition 2.2 we have that 
So finally we get
Vn+i(w) -Vn+X(x*n+X) < (pan+l, w -xn+1) for all w £ L°°(Z"+1, X)
pan+l£dVn+x(x*n+x).
In a similar fashion we can show that (zn , zan+x) £ dJn+x(x*n , x"*+1 ) and (yn , yan+x) £ dôSn+l(x*n , x*n+x).
Note that since -pn+\ = ôn+xzn+x +yn+i and using Proposition 2.1, we have _na _ xn+l-a , va Pn+l -° zn+l +yn+l-Therefore, so far we have pn £ dV"(x*) and => ôn+xJn+x(f, g) -<5"+1z"(t;) -<<5"+1z*+1, w) < ôn+xjn+x(x*n, x;+1) -ô»+xz"(x*n) -(ô"+xzan+x, x;+1)
for ail (f,g)£ L°°(l" , X) x L°°(Z"+1, X). Also from relation (3) we have (5) 0<yn(f-x*n) + (yan+l,g-x;+x)
for all (/, g) £ S"+x. Adding inequalities (4) and (5) and recalling that p" = ôn+xz" + yn and -pan+l = <5"+1z*+1 + y*+1 , we get ô"+xJn+x(f,g)-pn(f) + (pan+x,g)
< ôn+xJ"+x(x; , x*n+x) -pn(x*n) + (pan+x, x*n+x)
for all (f, g) £ Sn+X. We claim that the above inequality remains valid if we replace p" £ L°°(Z" , X)* by its absolutely continuous part p£ £ LX(L", X*). So as before let {Bm}m>x ç Z" be the decreasing sequence of Z"-sets supporting psn. Define fm = XB'J+XB'mX*n£L°°(l",X) and gm = Xg'jg + XB'mxn+l £ L°°(^n+l , X).
Note that
Pn(fm -X*n) = (j)an , fm -X*) + ps"(fm -X*) = {Pn,fm-X*) +pSn(XB'm(fm ~ X*)) = (pan , fm -X*") --> (p%, f -x*) as m -»oo, since fm-^f, so, by Proposition 2.2, fm ^> f in L°°(I.n,X). Since Jn+i(fm, gm) -» Jn+i(f, g) in the limit as m -+ oo, we get from (6) that
< ôn+ Jn+X(x*, x*+1) -(pï, x*) + (pn'+x, x*+x).
Furthermore, as we did for p"+x, we can show that p" £ dVn(x*). Hence we have established that if p" £ d V"(x*), then p"£dF"(x¿), and we can also produce pan+l £ Ll(Ln+l, X*) suchthat pan+l £ dV"+x(x*n+l) and ôn+xJ"+x(f, g)-(Pa",f)+(pan+x,g) <ô"+xJn+x(x*,x*n+i)-(pan,x*") +(pan+x, x*n+l) for all (f,g) £ S"+x. From hypothesis Ho we know that dV0(Xo) ^ 0 . So by induction we can produce a sequence of functions p" £ LX(L", X*) which satisfy inequalities (i) and (ii) in the conclusion of the theorem. We will show that, for every n>l,Pn>0.
Indeed let e £ L°°(Z", X)+ . Set z"= x*+e. Then from the free disposability hypothesis we have (zn, x*+1) £ Sn+X. Hence we have n-*oo Remarks, (a) Note that if (f, g) £ Sn+X, (pn, f) is the cost of the input /, (pn+x, g) is the value of the output g, so (p"+x, g) -(p", f) is the profit resulting from operating technological process (f,g) £ S"+x at the (n + l) stage. Also, ôn+xJn+x(f, g) is the discounted utility corresponding to (f, g). Hence ô"+xJ"+x(f, g)-(pn, f) + (Pn, g) is the total utility generated by process (/» g) -Then inequality (ii) of Theorem 4.1 tells us that along an optimal program we have maximization of the total utility among all other feasible programs.
(b) Inequality (i) in Theorem 4.1 says that along an optimal program we have minimization of the cost among all other programs producing no less future value.
(c) The transversality condition (iii) tells us that the expected value of the input (and output) at time « goes to zero as « -» oo.
(d) A program x* £ F(xo) and a price system p = {pn}n>o satisfying inequality (ii) of the theorem form a pair [x, p] which is called "competitive" (see Takayama [10] ). So according to Theorem 4.1, every optimal program x* admits a price system p = {pn}n>o so that the pair [x*, p] is competitive.
Next we prove the converse of Theorem 4.1; namely, we show that if a pair [x, p] is competitive (see Remark (d)) and satisfies the transversality condition, then x is optimal. => U(y) < U(x*).
Since y £ F(xo) was arbitrary, we conclude that x* is indeed optimal. Q.E.D.
